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ABSTRACT 
T’ 

We compare inclusive photoproduction dat$ in the energy range 

:, ,- 
*.z 

3 
E Y = 9.0 - 18.0 GeV to the multi-Regge.. model. ,,The model jncorpo- 

rates vector-dominance coupling of the photon, the Chew- Pignotti al- 

gorithm for charge as signrnent, and correct treatment of n-bodyphase 

space. A technique of ordering the particles according to longitudinal 

momentum is used to enhance features of the data and provide a more 

sensitive test of the model. We compare the model to mass distribu- 

tions, separation of particles in rapidity, longitudinal momentukn dis - 

‘, c tributions, topological cross-sections and charge orderings of second- 

:_. _ -_-’ 

: :.: aries. _ A reasonable description of the data is achieved, using param- 

t 
- eters derived from pp .and K p experiments. 
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At high accelerator energies, where collision crclss sections 

are dominated by high-multiplicity events, one cannot hope to com- 

prehend interactions in ter,ms of specific exclusive processes as has 

been widely and successfully attempted at lower e.Yerg’ies. The sug- 

ge stions of Fe ynman (1) and Yang(‘) that these processes be studied 

through their inclusive characteristics then become appealing. By 

summing over many exclusive processes, one loses specific details 

about each individual process; but the compensating hope is that one 

may thus observe aggregate features 13) &nich arise from underiying 

dynamics, and which may not be apparent in specific channels. 

This paper applies this approach to a high-energy photoproduc- 

tion experiment performed using the SLAC 2-meter streamer cham- 

ber with hydrogen target. (4 An 18-GeV Sremsstrahlung beam is usec 

-and at t’nese energies a majo rity of events (about 5/6) have neutral gal 

titles. Thus the photon energy E is unknown for most events. For 
Y 

each event we therefore calculate a surrogate “visible” photon energy 

E vis i jcq, where the index i refers to charged tracks. For the 

comparison described here we‘ accept events having Evis 2 9.0 GeV. 

The events retained for this study are produced by photons in the rang 

E y= 9 - 18 GeV (3075, 5205, 1’151, and 160 of 3, 5, 7, and (J-prong 

events, r e s pe ctive ly) . The events are weighted to account for differ- 

ent film samples and individual geometrical configuration. We have 

arbitrari1.y normalized the data presented here such that 5-prong 

events have unit average weight. 

The multi-Regge model we use is similar to that used earlier tc 

compare ,to high-energy K4p (j) However, the and pp experiments. 

coupling of the photon to the multi-Regge chain requires particular 
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te &ion, -The “elastic” process yp * p” t p makes an important con- 

ibution to the cross section. It has been extensively studied and 

iscribed in terms of the vector-dominance model represented by the 

agram of Fig. la. (6) This suggests that the coupling of the y to a 

ulti-Regge chain might take the form of Fig. Ib. Here a p” is dif- 

actively excited, in accordance with the vector -dominance picture, 

Id the exchanged Pomeron then ties onto the multi-Regge chain. This 

lain is characterized by an “effective meson” m which.propa$ates to 
i ,* ; 1 

e target proton sequentially emitting produced pions,‘:in the spirit of 

.e multi-Regge model of Chew and Pignotti. 
(7) ‘: .) - ;, 

.._ 

Finally, we include a “background” term to the $, characterize’d 

r Fig. Ic. We do not expect this diagram to accurately de,scribe all 

jpects of th e coupiing of the y other than through the i”, but, within 

.e multi-Regge framework, to dualistically represent the many other 

-pes of processes that can occur at the “photon end” of this chain. 

To keep the model as simple as possible, we have not included 

t the present comparison a diagram involving baryon exchange (Fig. 

I)* We have found that the net effect of such diagrams is to increase 

te cross section for high-multiplicity events relative to those oflower 

.ultiplicity, and also to increase the contribution of backward charged 

zcondarie s . In the present analysis, these effects are relatively 

nail. 

The matrix-element squared for the diagram of Fig. Ic is given 

J 

B2(ti)= (g2) 
N-2 N-l 

Tr Pi is;, ti) 
.i= j, 

(1) 
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ere s., 1 ti are the invariant sub-energy and momentum transfer 

Jared for the i-th link, a(t) and P(t) are the trajectory and residue of 

I exchanged Reggkon, g2 is the coupling constant and b is a constant 
- 

osen to be equal to one so that the matrix-element approaches phase 
,*.-- 

ace at low subenergies. The matrix-element squared for Diagram 

is given by 

BW (M, T) - sin2eH - . eAt , ls t 1j2~pit), 
(2) 

.ere SW is a mass-dependent Breit-Wigner factor, 6’ I-I is the p-decay 

li city angle, n (t) pertains to the p-mass shift, and the last two fat: 

:s are related to the exchanged Porneron. Detailed formulae and 

lues of pal -ameters used can be found in the work of IMoffeit i3 . The 

itrix-element squared for the diagram of Fig. Ib is obtained by re- 

icing the first two propagators P 
1 

and P2 of Eq. 1 by the appropriate 

rm of Eq. (2). 

The parameters of the trajectory a(t), residue P(t), and m-m-;; 

upling constant g 2 are all fixed in advance by previous m-dti-Regge 

t (5) (See Table ‘i) 
alyses of K p and pp reactions v ‘/ Hence we have Jnly three free 

rameters: the overall normaiizations of Diagrams l(a, b, c). Ail 

her features of the mode!. predictions are then fixed. To evaluate 

zir predictions, we sum incoherebtly over the diagrams of Fig. 1, 

rforming the n-body phase space integrals with t’he LBL program 

LGE. 18) ,Monte Carl.0 events in the energy range E v= 9.0 - 18.0 GeV 
6 

e generated in this manner. An event weight is calculated, Sascd on 

e matrix ele,ment corresponding to a diagram of Fig. 1, multiplied 

. the bremsstrahlung shape. For each such simulated event, charges 

e assigned by the Chew- Pignotti charge algorithm. (7) 
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An important advantage o f this procedure is that we incorporat 

in the model the identical instrumental and programmed selections 

that the data contain. Specifically, the simulated events are treated 

as if neutral secondaries are unobserved and a selection on E vis is 

imposed, as it is for the real events. The simulated events are ger 

erated with correct masses; in the comparison with data all charged 

particles are later assigned the mass of the charged pion, p , both ir 

real and simulated events. ‘j . 9 \ 
, 

. .: KC 
In an attempt to more sensitivelyexaminetthe .characteristics c ,. < 

‘: ‘. 
secondaries presumed to emerge from various ,portions of the multi- 

..-_ 
Re gge chain, we have ordered the charged seco;ndaries according to 

pL’ Thus, we define: 1 z particle with smallest ‘PL(lab), 2 z par- 

ticle with next smallest PL, etc. Figure 2 (ali) shows the invariant 

mass distributions of neighboring tracks which have been ordered in 

this fashion. Separate plots are shown for neighbors with equal and 

une qua1 charge s . For three-prong events, invariant-mass distribu- 

tions for the pair of “slowest” particles ( 1 and 2) are shown in Fig. 

and for the two fastest particles (2 and 3) in Fig. 2b. Most striking 

the peak near the p” mass in the M(2, 3) distribution for unlike charg 

As found elsewhere, the mass is shifted towards a value lower than 

the accepted p” mass. This is conveniently achieved in the model 

through the mass-dependent factor suggested by Ross and Stodolsky, 

included in Eq. (2). ( 9) 

Note that the average values of the masses in Fig. 2a are larg 

a reflection. of the small M(2, 3) mass and the presumed Pomeron lil 

of Fig. la and Ib. The model underestimates the mass distribution 

for unlike, charges in M(2, 3) at high mass and in M( I, 2) at low mass 
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These events could come from specific quasi-two processes that are 

not reproduced by our multi-Regge background. 

In Fig. 2 (c-f), the corresponding mass plots for five- prong 

events are made. Here, the noticeable experimental feature is the pea 

in the M(4, 5) mass distribution near the p” mass. The theory over- 

estimates the distribution for unlike charges and u~dere stimates tha: 

for like charges. These discrepancies could be reduced by allowing 

charged mesons to be produced at the y-end of Fig. $c, a possibility 

arising naturally within the framework of the ABFST version of 

the multiperipheral model (12) (see Fig. 2e). The net effect is to in. 

crease the probability that the first two charged tracks emerging hat 

charges of the same sign. This detailed end-effect is perhaps the 

major inadequacy of the Chew- Pignotti model in our comparison. 

In Fig. 2e, a small peak appears in the M( 3,4) data at the p” 

mass. To within the statistics of the Monte Carlo, this peak does, no 

appear to arise from the “end” p” of Fig. Ib emerging slowly, but is 
II 

instead produced internaily”. 

form y -+ A, *, 2 (plus pions) + 

Its source could be a coupling of the 

p” (plus pions)’ or y + p”+ p” A-. 
(W 

For each event, both in experiment and theory, we aiso plot tht 

separation in rapidity between neighboring tracks {Fig. 2g). (We de- 

fine rapidity as w z (I?, - Z) b 4 
P; t p2.) The distributions seen ma) 

be regarded as a refiection of the mass distributions of Fig. 2 (a--f). 

The noticeable features for three-prong events are the large separa- 

tion between 2 and 3 when t’ney are of opposite charge. For five-pro: 

events, the low subenergies result in small separations in rapidity. 

common feature of Fig. (2g) is that like-charged neig’nbors are alwa) 

further separated than unlike-charged neighbors. 
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In Fig. 3 we show the longitudinal momentum distribution for of 

positive and negative tracks for 3, 5, and 7 prong events, (Figs. ti 

bf c) as well as summed over all events (Fig. 3d). We note that 

iistributions of positive and negative tracks are very similar in 

high-momentum range . This is a consequence of the photon frag- 

T 

12 

.ting into positive and negative secondaries with substantially the 

.e probability. On the other hand, we note an essential differe-nce 

Jeen the two distributions near PL = 0 .O, in that the pojs’itive “t; scks 1 r I.. : I 

z a large peak. This effect is due to the high elasticity of the, pro- 
.r . . 

:, which leads to the proton emerging at PL near zero*in the lab- 

W 

. ir 

tc 

0 

r- 
bory. (We remark that even at large PL the positive .dist’ribution 

is to remain somewhat larger than that for the negati;e secon- 
J 

ies. ) 

AS the multiplicity increases, (see Fig. 3b, 3c), the range of i 

contracts as the energy is shared among an increasing number of ( 

titles. Moreover, the difference to be seen between the positive f 

negative distributions becomes smaller as the effect of the t 

ident-proton charge is reduced by the presence of additional charged E 

.ondaries. ‘c 

The model description of the data both in magnitude and shape 1 

pite good. In the multi-Regge model, the t - cut off in the prop- 

,tors leads to a Poisson-type of multiplicity dependance, with the 

lstant g2 fixing the average. From Ref. 5, we have g2 = 7 in ad- 

I 

Ice, and see from Fig. 3 that relative magnitude s of the various 

pologies is adequately described. (12) In addition, the shapes of the 

= distributions are accounted ‘for except’ at P 5 0. In the 3-prong 
I L 

tribution (Fig. 3a), the model underestimates the slow ri- distribu- 
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.gs. 2a,b. In t-he 7-prong distribution (Fig. 3c), the low predic- 

at P L c 0 could be improved by including baryon exchange. 

In Table 2, we present the relative topological cross sections. 

three-prong cross section is underestimated, a reflection of the ’ 
.k\ 

of background in Fig. 2s. The 7-prong cross section is some- 

underestimated also, although this could be improved with the 

lsion of baryon exchange; the effect of baryon exchange wc;-Ld be 

Cse the higher-muitiplicity cross sections through the inclusion 

lw-Q resonances. 

As still a further way of investigating the correlations an>ong the 

#ged secondaries, we have evaluated the probability for various 

‘igurations of t’he c’harged particles in the three-prong evenis. 

se data and the theoretical predictions are given in Table 3. %ere 

seen that the configuration having the negative.track as number 1 

west) is greatly depressed, compared to the other possible con- * 

rations. This of course reflects the y-coupling to a neutral sys- 

and the pr’otor? s e la&city. The theory tends to exaggerate this 

ct, which is a reflection of our underestimation of the high-mass 

Kground in Fig. 2a and our underestimation of the PL distribution 

negative secondaries at small PL (Fig. 3a). 

The contributions of Diagrams of Fig. ? to the total cross sec- 

t (omitting strange-particle production) required are about $2 bb, 

Lb and 45 pb, respectively. These amounts refer to the sampie 

Ire the E vis 
selection is made. Thus it would seem that Zagrams 

and /Ic are of roughly corn parable magnitude and that y-( 13 + 2~) tour . 

lg does not dominate higher multipl icity processes to the degree 
t it dominates the three-prong events. 

A significarit resuit of this study is that, using para;r=;eters c(t), 
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provision for photon coupling, multibody photoproduction is reasonal 

described by the multi-Regge model. Thus the model suggests a COI 

,nection between these different experiments through their common 

parameters. This observation provides evidence that the underlying 

dynamics in yp, Ktp and pp multibody production may be fundamen- 

tally similar , except for’ the particular manner in which the beam 

particle couples onto the production mechanism. - 

The novel approach we have taken to compare t&s type of data I . + r ,I. ( 

with theory ( namely, the ordering of tracks by Longitudinal momenti 

and the event-by-event generation and handling:of Monte-Carlo event -- 

exactly like the data) is a method that may be oagreat use in the anal 

ysis of similar experiments. 

In conclusion, we emphasize that the generally adequate de s cr. 

tion of the data by this model arises from the model incorporating SE 

era1 characteristics of photoproduction-( 1) elasticity of incident par 

titles (as reflected in the PL distributions of Fig. 3), (2) t cut-off 

(as reflected in the prong cross sections), (3) y-o’ coupling (as seen : 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), (4) correct evaluation of n-body phase space (a 

prerequisite for any detailed comparison of a model to data), (5) and 

the bremsstrahlung spectrum and neutral pion production (which are 

features of this experiment). Quite likely, these characte-r-istics -car 

be built into other types of models, such as the thermodynamic and 

diffractive mode 1s. ( G) While the present comparison does offer a 

theoretical framework for the nature of the underlying production 

mechanism, tests must be formulated that can distinguish between th 

features unique to multiperipheralism and those unique to the other 

models. Work on this will be reported elsewhere. 
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Table 1. Parameters in I&e model 

Me son B ar;ron 

PM 

Q!(t) 

.2.1t t > -0.3 
0.3t 

c e t < -0.3 

t t 0.5 t> -0.6 

0.5t t 0.3 -2~ t < -0.6 

el.5t i: > 0.2 
c, .0.2t t ( 0.2 ’ 

;*LI 

t t.czo t> 0 

0.5t t cYo -s.5 < t < 0 

0.25t - 0.2 t < -2. 0.2t t uo-.15 t< 0.5 

cro = 
-1 i&> 6 

-aO 
z-2 if SC6 

The value of cxo gives an adequate fit to a pal . ” -ametr~za~:on of the back- 

ward rr-p elastic cross section, do /du - 

It is not the intercept of the canonical 

(sss~)~~O-~ for s c 8 GeV2. 

A trajectory, which governs 
2 

do/du for s 2 8 GeV . The constants c, c’ simple ensure continuit) 

In Eq. (1), we used g 
2 = 7. , 
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able 2. Relative topological cross sections for Evis > 9 GeV. 

Copology . Expe rime nt Theory 
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de 3. Relative charge ordering .of 3-prong events (EGis > 9 GeV); 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Multi-peripheral diagrams for photoproduction: (a)-(c) Multi- 

e diagrams used in this report; (d) baryon exchange; (e) ,4 SFST ’ 
. CT 

‘am. 

2. (a)-(f) Invariant-mass distributions of two-particle combina- 

. All particles are assumed to 3e pions and are ordered accord- 

> laboratory longitudinal momentum (1 = smallest P, , etc. ). I-r 

Iinations of adjacent tracks are shown. Poss’ible neutral particles 

gnored. In each panel (a)-(f) the upper distribution contains neu- 

dipions, and the lower (shaded) doubly charged (t-t or --). Curves 

be multi-Regge model described in the text. Panels (a) and (b) 

. 3-prong events: (c) - (f) show 5-prongs. (g) Aver age spacing 

.pidity Awi i fl of adjacent charged particles. See text for def- 
, 

In of rapidity used. The error bar in Fig. (e) shows a typical 

1: in the Monte Carlo calculation. Normalization discussed in text. 

3. Longitudinal momentum distributions in 3-, 5:) a T-prong 

ts and in all events for positive tsacks (solid lines) and negative 

cs (dashed lines). Histograms-experimental data; curves- 

retical predictions. Normalization discussed in text. 
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